Friendly fire: redirecting herpes simplex virus-1 for therapeutic applications.
Herpes simplex virus-1 (HSV-1) is a relatively large double-stranded DNA virus encoding at least 89 proteins with well characterized disease pathology. An understanding of the functions of viral proteins together with the ability to genetically engineer specific viral mutants has led to the development of attenuated HSV-1 for gene therapy. This review highlights the progress in creating attenuated genetically engineered HSV-1 mutants that are either replication competent (viral non-essential gene deleted) or replication defective (viral essential gene deleted). The choice between a replication-competent or -defective virus is based on the end-goal of the therapeutic intervention. Replication-competent HSV-1 mutants have primarily been employed as antitumor oncolytic viruses, with the lytic nature of the virus harnessed to destroy tumor cells selectively. In replacement gene therapy, replication-defective viruses have been utilized as delivery vectors. The advantages of HSV-1 vectors are that they infect quiescent and dividing cells efficiently and can encode for relatively large transgenes.